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Mac Gen Issues

– Process concerns

– Legality of proposed ‘derogation’

– Wealth transfers with no efficiency gains

– Lack of forward looking analysis

– Lack of consideration of alternatives
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What is the problem?

– Lack of transmission capacity between Murray and Tumut 
power stations

– This constraint is most unlikely to be built out

• New transmission would have to be built in Snowy 
Mountains National Park

• Very high cost investment

– Code required regional boundary adjustment has not occurred

– This has resulted in an intra-regional constraint creating:

• System security issues for NEMMCO

• Potentially inefficient pricing outcomes

Process concern – no regional boundary review

– NEMMCO not conducting a regional boundary review

• Broadly agreed this is the best long term solution

• NEMMCO have not done this because of request from 
NEM Ministers forum

BUT

• NEM Ministers request made at a time when potentially 
appropriate – no longer appropriate

• Uncertain that NEM Ministers have the legal capacity to 
constrain NEMMCO in this way

• NEMMCO should be fulfilling their code obligation and be 
undertaking a boundary review for Snowy region
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Legality concern – Snowy proposal is not a derogation

– “Derogation” is defined by clause 8.4.1 of the code

– This distinguishes between Code change and derogation

• A Code change alters the Code in a manner that affects 
Market Participants generally

• A derogation alters the application of the Code only to the 
Market Participant who applied for the derogation

– Snowy Hydro’s ‘derogation’ clearly does not satisfy the Code 
requirements as:

• The ‘derogation’ applies to NEMMCO’s obligations, not 
specifically to Snowy who have sought it

• More importantly the ‘derogation’ will affect all Market 
Participants 

– Snowy Hydro’s proposal is not a derogation – and cannot be 
approved or adopted as one 

Wealth transfers without efficiency gains

– Analysis of expected outcomes with derogation based on:

• Historical flows and prices – 2004/05 ytd

• No major changes in bidding behaviour

– Likely outcomes:

• Snowy payment to settlements residue - $81,000

• Settlements residue payments to Snowy - $41.1 million

– Unquestionably a significant wealth transfer

But

– Efficiency gains at best marginal 

• “may create incentives for more efficient dispatch” -
ACCC

• “may potentially be efficiency benefits but there are also 
implications for market power” – Darryl Biggar
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Historical value of settlement residue payments

Consistent trend – large transfers to Snowy Hydro likely

Snowy Hydro to NSW

1999/00 - $3.4M

2000/01 - $13.4M

2001/02 - $72.5M

2002/03 - $57.5M

2003/04 - $37.3M

2004/05 - $112.6M

NSW to Snowy Hydro

1999/00 - <$50K

2000/01 - <$250K

2001/02 - <$50K

2002/03 - <$50K

2003/04 - <$150K

2004/05 - <$200K

Lack of forward looking analysis

– All analysis (including ours) to date has been based on 
historical data based on historical behaviour

BUT

– A change to incentives such as is being proposed may result 
in significant changes from historical behaviour

THEREFORE

– An assessment of the likely impact of this proposal must use 
a modelling approach that considers the impact of the 
changed incentives

– This has not been done and should be
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Lack of consideration of alternatives

– Broadly agreed that a regional boundary adjustment is the 
best solution to this problem

BUT

– This alternative has not been seriously considered by:

• NECA

• ACCC

– Currently there is an alternative derogation before NECA 
proposing an accelerated boundary review

– As suggested by the ACCC this should be considered with the 
current derogation

Recommendations

– ACCC should terminate its consideration of this application 
because it is not a valid ‘derogation’

– If the proposal were resubmitted and developed as a Code 
change, in considering the revised proposal the ACCC should:

• Commission independent forward-looking analysis to 
evaluate merits of this proposal

• Compare this proposal with alternatives such as an 
expedited boundary review


